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Indonesia IDR 55.000
Singapore SGD 5.90
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Australia AUD 6.95

inspiring interiors. style by design.

bali’s beautiful homes and decor
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“ Luxury is a state of mind”. 
— L'Wren Scott.

 decorate: Coffee Table & aRM CHaIR

SHeRaTon balI 
kuTa beaCH ReSoRT:

the ideal place to 
enjoy a breath-

taking sunset, 
and everything in 

between

Mandapa ReSoRT:
a sumptuous haven 
at mandapa, a ritz-
carlton reserve

THe WeSTIn ReSoRT 
nuSa dua:

a heavenly setting
for total 

relaxation

• Chat Room: miles humphReys & Raul Renanda

sudamala ResoRt:
a journey into the artistic 
soul of sudamala resorts
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These pages: The one-bedroom 
villas are decorated with 
inspiration from nature, brought 
alive through Bali's traditional 
art and weaving,, while retaining 
a sumptuous modern feel.

Travel in style

As befits a bespoke resort 
designed for the most discerning 
of worldwide travellers, 
Mandapa has a stunning design 
that makes the most of its terrain 
and beautifully showcases a 
destination that is at home both 
culturally and geographically.

A sumptuous haven at Mandapa, 
a Ritz-Carlton Reserve

Words by Amanda Fletcher
Photography by Ari Widianingsih & 

Stefanus Kefi
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Travel in style

These pages: Miles Humphreys 
made the most of the landscape 
contours, retaining the central rice 
fields and temple, while showcasing 
the site's natural beauty.

As befits a bespoke resort designed for the most 
discerning of worldwide travellers, Mandapa 
has a stunning design that makes the most of its 
terrain and beautifully showcases a destination 

that is at home both culturally and geographically.

The Ritz-Carlton Reserve brand is so select that there are 
only three worldwide. They focus on providing a unique 
experience that embraces the culture and heritage of their 
carefully chosen locales through the design, services and 
distinctive recreational opportunities they offer; they are 
exceptional destinations in every way. 

The architect behind this visual feast is Miles Humphreys 
of PT Bali Anugerah Dewata. His extraordinary design, 
held from the moment he saw the site, honours the beauty 
and enchantment of the original topography, maintaining 
the working rice field, providing an eagle-eye view of 
the resort from the palatial, understated elegance of the 
wantilan-style welcome hall, 90 metres above the river at 
the far end of the resort and largely uninterrupted views 
all around. 

“the Architect 
behind this visuAl 
feAst is Miles 
huMphreys of pt 
bAli AnugerAh 
dewAtA. his 
extrAordinAry 
design, held 
froM the 
MoMent he sAw 
the site, honours 
the beAuty And 
enchAntMent 
of the originAl 
topogrAphy...”
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Travel in style

These pages: This seating area is the 
perfect location to enjoy afternoon 

tea, overlooking the pool and forest, 
with the library just behind you.

“MAndApA hAs A 
stunning design 
thAt MAkes the 
Most of its terrAin 
And beAutifully 
showcAses A 
destinAtion thAt 
is At hoMe both 
culturAlly And 
geogrAphicAlly...”
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Travel in style

These pages: The villas all have 
their own lap pools, beautiful 

gardens and comfortable, 
separate living areas.

“the resort 
design is inspired 

by A trAditionAl 
bAlinese villAge 

And it MAkes use 
of the ubiquitous 

soft stone, 
terrAcottA And 

red brick found 
in bAli thAt Age 

quickly...”

Jeffrey Wilkes was the artist behind the 
sumptuous, yet subtle interior design, 
while the landscaping and hardscaping 
was the brainchild of John Pettigrew. 

The resort design is inspired by a 
traditional Balinese village and it makes 
use of the ubiquitous soft stone, terracotta 
and red brick found in Bali that age 
quickly, sprouting moss and small ferns 
to give an aged look that blends into 
the environment. To provide a different 
experience from one building to the next, 
different styles and materials were used. 
Contrast the majestic, open spaces, carved 
wood and judiciously placed antique 
Indonesian artwork in the main building 
at the top of the cliff with the dark wood, 

European cosiness and elegance of The 
Library with its low ceiling, low tables, 
gorgeous wayang and pool views, or the 
bamboo structures of the back-to-nature 
yet luxurious riverside Kubu fine dining 
restaurant. The vistas and styles unfurl 
before your eyes, providing a sense of place 
and a range of ambiences that seamlessly 
blend into one thoughtfully designed 
resort with its own specific identity. 

The 35 suites and 25 villas are 
contemporary but nostalgic, with a strong 
Balinese flavour throughout. The timber 
walls, marble floors and bathrooms, 
hand-woven songket cloth on the beds, 
Balinese paintings on huge wall panels 
and stunning bathrooms craft a luxurious 
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Travel in style

These pages: The Balinese 
influence is clearly seen with this 

long open hall, the traditional split 
gates at the entrance and the use 
of bamboo and traditional textiles.

“nAture hAs 
not only plAyed 

A lArge pArt 
in the design 

concept, it Also 
is incorporAted 

into the 
experiences 
AvAilAble At 
MAndApA...”

vintage feel. All the accommodation is spacious, 
with the Reserve suites coming in at 100 sq.m., the 
Mandapa suites 145 sq.m., and the villas ranging 
from 430 sq.m. to a palatial 2,000 sq.m. The villas 
offer rice field, pool or river views, allowing guests 
to be close to nature without forfeiting any modern 
conveniences or luxuries. 

Nature has not only played a large part in the design 
concept, it also is incorporated into the experiences 
available at Mandapa. Whether you are taking in the 
all-day dining at Sawah Terrace, revelling in the fine 
Mediterranean-European cuisine at Kubu, being 
pampered in the spa’s treatment rooms and relaxation 
lounge or indulging in childhood memories with a 
picnic at the rice barn, there is a symphony of birds 
singing, the river murmuring along the edge of the 
resort and soft breezes caressing your skin.
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These pages: Wherever you are 
in Mandapa, a vast smorgasbord 

of visual delights captures the 
imagination, unfolding new 

stories with every step.

“whAtever you choose to do At 
MAndApA, the visuAl sMorgAsbord 

of Architecture, interior design And 
lAndscAping, the beyond expectAtion 

service genuinely provides A sAnctuAry 
to relAx one’s Mind, body And soul...”

The age-old culture also surrounds you not only 
with the design, you can learn how the Balinese give 
thanks to God on full moon nights at the resort’s 
shrine and witness Balinese religious ceremonies 
at the resort’s temple, which is maintained by the 
Ladies and Gentlemen and local residents. 

Whatever you choose to do at Mandapa, the 
visual smorgasbord of architecture, interior design 
and landscaping, the refined and sophisticated 
rural setting and the beyond expectation service 
genuinely provides a sanctuary to relax one’s mind, 
body and soul. 

www.mandapareserve.com
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